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Abstract
Objective To provide a population-based, Canada-wide picture of health care needs and health care use, and present it in a highly accessible manner, allowing provincial comparisons and comparisons with other international jurisdictions.

Design A comparison of the rates of health care use among jurisdictions, using Canadian-population survey data and health administrative data.

Setting Provincial jurisdictions across Canada.

Main outcome measures Canadian and provincial rates of ill health (presence of chronic conditions) and health care use (contacts with family physicians, contacts with other specialist physicians, contacts with nurses, and hospitalizations) as monthly rates per 1000 population standardized by age and sex.

Results The monthly rate per 1000 population of having at least 1 chronic condition ranged from 524 in Quebec to 638 in Nova Scotia; contacts with family physicians ranged from 158 in Quebec to 295 in British Columbia; contacts with other specialist physicians ranged from 53 in Saskatchewan to 79 in Ontario; and contacts with nurses ranged from 23 in British Columbia to 41 in Quebec. Hospital stays ranged from 8 to 11 per 1000 people, and rates were similar among the provinces.

Conclusion Recognizing the differences among jurisdictions is critical to informing health care policy across the country. Differences persisted when rates were standardized for different age and sex compositions in the provinces. It is possible the observed variation is related to differences in provincial policies and practices.

EDITOR’S KEY POINTS
• This study provides a Canadian synthesis of health care use at a population level comparing provincial jurisdictions. Data were primarily self-reported, identically measured across provinces, and adjusted by age and sex.

• The key differences among the provinces were as follows: use of family physicians was highest in British Columbia and lowest in Quebec; use of nurses was highest in Quebec and lowest in British Columbia; use of other specialist physicians was highest in Ontario and lowest in Saskatchewan. The rates of having at least 1 chronic condition were highest in Nova Scotia and lowest in Quebec.

• The provincial variation in health care use could not be explained by variation in sex and age composition of the population, physician supply, or rates of chronic disease. It is possible the observed variation is related to differences in provincial policies and practices.
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A panoramic view of the engagement of the population of Canada with health care does not exist. In order for governments, the single payer of health care in Canada, to understand the health behaviour of the citizens, such a view is needed. In order for researchers to appreciate what prevalent issues deserve our attention, this perspective would help. In order for clinicians to understand where they fit into a larger picture, a wide-angle lens is needed.

For the first time in the world literature, to our knowledge, a comparison of health systems was made among jurisdictions, using the ecology of health care methodology.1,2

Our goal was to provide a population-based, Canada-wide picture of health care needs and health care use, and present it in a highly accessible manner that would allow provincial comparisons, as well as comparisons with other international jurisdictions.1,2 We examined chronic conditions, visits with family physicians, visits with other specialists, visits with nurses, and hospitalizations, by province and standardized by age and sex.

Methods

Data

Data for this study came from 4 sources. Most of the data used to conduct this study were from the public file of the 2007 Canadian Community Health Survey (CCHS) cycle 4.1. The CCHS is a population-based, cross-sectional health survey with a multistage, stratified cluster design administered to Canadians 12 years of age and older. Details can be found on the Statistics Canada website.3 Weighted data were used to account for the unequal probability of selection, making the estimates proportionate to the Canadian population. The rates calculated from CCHS self-reported data for this study were for the following: the presence of chronic conditions, visits with family physicians, visits with other specialists, and visits with nurses.

The second source of data was the Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI) Discharge Abstract Database (DAD), which provided information on hospital discharges by age, sex, and province. These data were obtained from the CIHI Quick Stats interactive website.4 The third source of data was the 2006 Canadian census obtained from the Statistics Canada website.5 Canadian and provincial population numbers were used as the denominator for the rates of hospital use and were used to standardize the provincial rates to the Canadian population.

The fourth source of data was the CIHI 2006 report Supply, Distribution and Migration of Canadian Physicians.6 This report provided data on the supply of family physicians and other specialist physicians in Canada and in each of the provinces.

Both the CCHS and the CIHI DAD reported health care use over the past 12 months. Rates were transformed from yearly to monthly for Canadians 15 years of age and older. The CCHS provided information for those 12 years of age and older; however, the age groups for the CIHI DAD included 1 group of those aged 10 to 14 years. It was impossible to determine rates from the CCHS for those younger than age 12, and it was impossible to separate rates for those aged 12 to 14 years in the CIHI DAD. Therefore, the rates for this study were limited to those 15 years of age and older.

Analysis

All analyses were conducted for Canada overall and for each of the 10 provinces. For the CCHS, this provided a sufficiently large sample size of 121801 respondents; however, territories were excluded because of small sample sizes. For each of the rates, age-sex standardized rates were calculated using the direct standardization method standardizing to the 2006 Canadian population. Standardized rates were very comparable to unstandardized rates, and so only standardized provincial rates were reported.

Rates were also compared, with 2 caveats, with a 2001 US study.2 First, the US study counted the number of patients who visited, whereas the Canadian data were reported as number of visits. Second, in the US study, primary care typically referred not only to family medicine but also to general internal medicine and pediatrics. Canadian rates were converted to monthly rates to facilitate comparison with the monthly rates reported in the US studies.

Presence of chronic conditions. Respondents to the CCHS indicated the presence of specific chronic conditions and had the option to indicate additional conditions not specified, thereby providing an exhaustive list. For this self-reported measure, respondents were asked to report only conditions diagnosed by health care providers. A variable was created, classifying respondents as those who indicated any chronic condition and those who indicated none. The rate per 1000 people was the number of respondents who indicated the presence of any chronic condition divided by the total number of respondents multiplied by 1000. Given the stability of chronic conditions over time, this yearly rate was used as the value for the monthly rate with no further adjustment. While having a chronic condition was not a measure of health care use, it represented one measure of burden of illness in the population that was related to health care need.

Contacts with family physicians, other specialist physicians, and nurses. The rates for contacts with health care providers were determined using the data generated when respondents were asked to indicate how many times in the past 12 months they had seen or talked to each of these providers. The term contacts was used instead of visits because in the CCHS health care use...
questions, contacts could include telephone consultations. The proportion of telephone consultations was estimated based on a question that asked about the location of the respondent’s last contact. For family physicians and other specialist physicians, this number was negligible; however, for nurses this number was 11.2%. Nurse contact specifically excluded contact when in hospital. For other specialist physicians, contacts with ophthalmologists were not included because this physician group was included in a separate question about eye doctors that included optometrists.

The mean number of contacts was calculated for each of these utilization variables. This provided the yearly mean for contacts per person. This mean was then divided by 12 and multiplied by 1000 to provide the monthly contact rate per 1000 people. Owing to confidentiality issues with small cell sizes, the publicly available CCHS data capped the number of contacts for each of these providers at an upper end. For family physicians, the upper limit was 31; so those who made more than 31 contacts were counted as if they made 31 contacts. Out of 121,801 respondents, 387 or 0.3% fell into the category of 31 contacts, limiting concerns about underestimated contacts. Similarly for other specialist physicians and nurses, the cap was 12 contacts.

Hospitalizations. Hospitalization rates were determined by dividing the number of hospital discharges from the CIHI DAD by the census population numbers for the given geographic region. This mean number of hospitalizations was then divided by 12 and multiplied by 1000 to create the monthly rate per 1000 people.

Ratio of physician contacts per month to physician supply. Physician contacts were calculated per 1000 population. Physician supply numbers were obtained from the CIHI Supply, Distribution and Migration of Canadian Physicians report. They were reported per 100,000 population and were converted to per 1000 population by dividing the rates by 100. They represent the supply for the year 2006 and were not adjusted for monthly rates given the assumption that supply in any given month would be comparable to the supply for the given year. Ratios were calculated for Canada and for each province with physician contacts as the numerator and physician supply as the denominator.

RESULTS

The primary outcome of this study was the rates of ill health (chronic conditions) and health care use among Canadians reported as monthly rates per 1000 population (Figure 1). Each box in Figure 1 represents a subgroup of the 1000 people. For example, 8 people per 1000 were hospitalized in a month, but these are not necessarily 8 of the 32 who contacted a nurse.

These rates were examined by province. The rates of chronic conditions are reported in Figure 2. The rate per 1000 people of having at least 1 chronic condition varied from a low of 524 in Quebec to a high of 638 in Nova Scotia. The provincial rates of health care use are reported in Figure 3. Rates per 1000 people for contacts with family physicians varied from 158 in Quebec to 295 in British Columbia. Rates per 1000 people for contacts with other specialist physicians ranged from 53 in Saskatchewan to 79 in Ontario. Rates per 1000 people for contacts with nurses ranged from 23 in British Columbia to 41 in Quebec. Hospital stays ranged from 8 to 11 per 1000 people.

A secondary outcome of interest to facilitate comparison among provinces was the supply of physicians in each province. Table 1 shows the number of physician contacts per month relative to physician supply.

DISCUSSION

This paper provides a Canadian synthesis of health care use at a population level comparing provincial jurisdictions using the ecology of health care methodology reported in 2 US studies.¹ ²

Figure 1. Canadian ecology of health care standardized monthly rates per 1000 population of those aged 15 years and older: Each box represents a separate subgroup of the total 1000 persons.
Compared with the 2001 landmark US study, these Canadian data showed noteworthy differences in use of physicians. For use of primary care physicians in the United States, there were 113 patient contacts per month; whereas for use of family physicians in Canada, there were 238 contacts per month. For use of other specialist physicians in the United States, there were 104 patient contacts with physicians other than primary care physicians; whereas in Canada, there were 70 contacts with physicians other than family physicians. These differences in physician use are consistent with previous comparisons. On the other hand, hospital stays were similar.

The same landmark methodology has not been used before to compare across the provinces of Canada. This study showed overall similarities, in spite of methodologic differences, to the Provincial Healthcare Index in terms of level of utilization and the comparison among provinces. Our data were primarily self-reported, identically measured across provinces and adjusted by age and sex. Data from the Provincial Healthcare Index were health administrative
data potentially measured differently from province to province and were not standardized.

The key message is the differences among the provincial health care systems, with Quebec and British Columbia showing the most marked contrast in family physician and nurse use, while Ontario and Saskatchewan were at different ends of the spectrum for other specialist physician use. Hospitalization rates were similar across the provinces. The key differences among the provinces were as follows: use of family physicians was highest in British Columbia and lowest in Quebec; use of nurses was highest in Quebec and lowest in British Columbia; use of other specialist physicians was highest in Ontario and lowest in Saskatchewan.

None of the explanations that were tested could account for the provincial variation. These differences persisted when rates were standardized for the different age and sex compositions in the provinces. Physician supply did not offer an explanation. This was demonstrated by the persistence of provincial variation in the rates of contacts per physician. Differences in physician use were not related to relative use of family physicians versus other specialist physicians in provinces; ie, when family physician and other specialist physician contacts were combined, differences persisted in overall physician use among the provinces. It was not the provinces with higher rates of people with at least 1 chronic condition that had higher physician contact rates.

Alternative explanations might therefore be considered. It is possible that health care use might be related to other illness measures such as acute illnesses or injuries that could not be measured in this study. It is also possible that health human resources policies might differ in important ways across provinces (eg, nurses versus physicians carrying out vaccinations). Another alternative explanation might be differences across provinces in health care organization policies and practices (eg, the extent of primary health care renewal implementation).

Limitations

It would have been interesting to include emergency department visits in this analysis. Unfortunately, complete data from all provinces were not available for the year 2006. Reporting of emergency department visits is increasing and the reporting is becoming more standardized, so future studies will be able to examine these rates as well. It should be noted that physician supply was based on available physicians and should not be equated to full-time equivalent physician availability. Self-reported health care might not accurately represent actual health care use; over- and under-reporting have been found in other studies. It should be noted that monthly rates of health care use were calculated from yearly rates, which assumes that use is constant over a year. This did not allow for possible seasonal variation in the monthly calculations. An unfortunate limitation was the small sample size in the territories, which prevented reporting rates in these sparsely populated areas. This is an important shortcoming that future research should seek to overcome.

Conclusion

Given that the alternative explanations tested to explain variation were not upheld, the provincial differences in health care use appear to be owing to explanations and factors not available in this analysis. Further research should investigate these alternative explanations that might include variations in health care policy and practice. This paper provides policy analysts with a picture that they can use to benchmark whether the goals of their policies are being met.

This straightforward methodology using publicly available data can be employed in each province to examine the evolution over time of health care use by provincial jurisdictions.
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